


Hello
sensitive
humans!
Whether you have a neurodivergent

mind, a disability that affects how you

experience the world, whether your

senses pick up on things that other

people don't seem to notice, or

whether you just have days when the

world feels raw and jagged, this list is

for you!

I want to acknowledge that I am keenly aware of the privileges I have in being

physically able-bodied, and the privilege of being able to easily physically navigate

spaces. In the past, much of my planning and "get-outs" relied on being able to quickly

leave places, to be able to access any space that looked quiet without facing additional

barriers, to be able to easily catch a train or bus, wherever I found myself. I want to hold

space for the fact that it's not like that for everyone.

It's taken me a long time to speak openly about how I experience

the world. And it's taken me just as long to be OK with allowing

myself to accept help, to carry sensory aids (and to actually use

them in public), and to speak compassionately to myself about

having those needs.

But here they are, loud and proud: 5 things that make a difference

between me showing up in the world and staying at home...



Earplugs1.

This is hands-down the biggest game-changer!

Earplugs mean that I can filter out one of the senses that most affects my life on a day-to-day basis.

Earplugs mean that I can handle delays and timetable changes, sitting on a noisy train with no

means of escape, the sudden change in pitch when a big group arrives.

Earplugs mean that I can enjoy time in a cafe without having to gulp my food and leave in 10

minutes.

Earplugs mean that when I'm in a group that decides to take a shortcut through a busy shopping

centre, I don't have to go the long way.

Earplugs mean a buffer zone, flexibility, and participation.



2. Music

I use earplugs when I'm out and about and want quiet but still need to be alert. The rest of the time, you'll

find me with my headphones in, lost in music. 

It's hard to describe what music is to me, what it allows my mind to do. If you recommend a new album to

me, I'll probably not manage to listen all the way through (sorry). But I will listen to the same 10 songs that I

have loved for the past 20 years. Over and over and over and over again.

What is music to me?

To me, it's everything. A total contradiction.

It helps me to focus  /  It gives my mind a break from thinking.

It reminds me to get back into my body. To feel it.

It lets me find stillness  /  It lets me move.

Music gives me shivers. 

Music is comfort.

Music is safety.

Music is easy.



3. Aromatherapy Roller

I think many of us have strong memories associated with scent. For me, scent is the

quickest way to transport me back to a place or a moment in time. 

It's also the sense that most derails me in an instant: step onto a bus with someone

wearing strong perfume and that's me out of action for the whole journey, just doing

what I can to get through. I recently had a conversation with a fellow sensitive pal who

said she can smell a Lush store from ten blocks away! I remember having the same

reaction to a childhood friend's mum who worked in a candle factory and always

smelled strongly of artificial fragrance, wondering why I couldn't think straight in their

house.

So, what's the antidote? It is so easy to make your own essential oil roll on that you can

dab on your pulse points whenever you need to be soothed. Add carrier oil and some

drops of your favourite essential oils (eucalyptus, lavender and grapefruit are my all-

time faves) and you're good to go! 



4. Chewing Gum

I've gotta be honest, I was a bit sceptical of this before I tried it.

One of my sisters works as an Occupational Therapist. As I was learning about neurodiversity, we had lots

of conversations around ideas like interoception, proprioception, sensory input... all concepts that were

completely new to me!

One of the things she spoke about that stuck in my mind is how chewing gum can help people

concentrate, because the action of moving the jaw muscle provides a significant amount of sensory input

to the brain, in the same way that physical exercise does. Chewing a piece of gum can help with self-

regulation.

However it works, it works for me. I use this trick when I need to concentrate and am feeling spacey, and

especially between transitions from one activity to another. Or when I'm about to enter a space that I know

will be loud or busy or tiring to navigate.

I promise this is an actual thing: do a quick internet search on 'chewing gum sensory input' if you're

someone who needs to know how things work!



5. Your Voice!

You didn't think I'd get to the end without talking about the most important thing, did you?

As sensitive humans, we can get so used to masking things, contorting ourselves to fit

into spaces that don't feel right, avoiding discomfort and overwhelm, saying yes but then

spending days recovering in silence. In short, we can spend our whole lives never asking

for what would make life easier, never asking for help, never wanting to put anybody out,

never wanting to let people down, never speaking up!

In the past few years, I have become a bit of a pro at firstly advocating for my kiddo's

needs and, as a happy ripple effect, for my own. I held all kinds of stories of what would

happen when I asked for adaptations - but the reality has been overwhelmingly positive.

What's more, it's opened up space for other people to speak their needs too.



What does that look
like in practice?

If you're thinking that speaking your needs looks fine

on paper but it feels so far out of your comfort zone

to do it in person, here are some templates for you to

try out. Let me know how it goes!

Remember that all you can do is state your needs

and make loving requests of people. How they react

is not within your control. If your request doesn't go

well and you don't get the response you hoped for,

that's OK. Your needs are still valid and you can still

allow yourself the time you need to meet them. 

Keep practicing, it gets easier.

I  know  we  agreed  to  do. . . . . . .  but  now  tha t  I 'm  here ,  I 'm  fee l ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

In  the  past ,  we  used  to  do. . . . . . . .  but  I  of ten  fe l t  . . . . . . .  af te rwards .  I  wonder  i f

ins tead  of  what  we  used  to  do,  we  could  t ry /  do  /  go  to  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 've  never  to ld  you  th is  about  me  but . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R ight  now  I 'm  fee l ing . . . . . .  and  I  rea l ly  need  to . . . . . . . .   Would  you  be  happy  to

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  whi le  I  take  the  t ime  I  need  to  cent re  mysel f?



Connect to your radiance.
Believe in yourself.

So those are my 5 essentials that I carry with me,

physically and metaphorically, every day, that help me to

show up in the world!

Stock up on what you need, have the courage to be the

only one wearing earplugs, get over any old hang-ups

from school around the "kind of person" who chews

gum in "serious" situations! Do what you have to do to

be able to show up as your gorgeous, sensitive self in

the world. 

And if you're not quite there yet with finding your people,

let this community be that for you. I'll be arranging online

events and in-person workshops throughout this year,

where you'll have the opportunity to share and receive the

support of like-minded souls.

If you've loved this mini-guide, go tell

a friend to join my list! Let's make this

community somewhere we can all

feel seen, where it's easy to be

visible, to drop in and share because

you know you have sounding

boards, people cheering you on with

beautiful and authentic intention. 

Incredible things can happen when

we show up for ourselves.

Big love,

Nadia xx
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